A day after Eid-Al-Fitr one of my Italian friend asked me a question and sent me the following message: “Hi Sajjad! How are you? Did you join the ‘big party’ (I don't know if this is the right world) in Dora park for celebrating the end up of Ramadan? It's really close to my office, Less than 2 minutes on foot”.

And here is my reply to his message:

Hi my friend! Thank you :-) I’m ok and everything is good! To answer your question, I have to say: No, I didn't join the Big-Party! I didn't join because honestly I have some criticism with these guys! I mean, not exactly with these persons but with the political decision that is hidden behind it!

However, for explaining what I mean and try to answer your question with more details, first of all let's start thinking to some important questions such as the following:

Does God exists? Do we are exist? What does it mean the human been existence? What is the nature of the natural rules? What is/are the philosophy/philosophies behind all these existed materials in whole universe? What was the history of us before Big Bang and after that? Then what happened to us? Who/what created us? What about the big/famous persons whose changed/contributed the human been history? Who were prophets? Were they honest and award persons or not? What were their messages for their societies? What is the history of these all religions from Adam to now? Are these religions original? etc. and many other fundamental questions.
Then after all these research, in my opinion, If someone decide to follow a religion and [in the case of this paper] he/she decided to be Muslim, I want to ask him/her some more specific questions.

Did you find out attending Ramadan and Fasting is something useful for you? Do you want to do it from the first day of 9th lunar month to the end of it? Do you prefer to observe the moon scientifically or you prefer to wait for criminal Saudi Politics to tell you what you have to do and what you have not to do?

O signor Muslim! Do you want to know which day is the first day of Shawwal? Do you want to know when the Ramadan month will be finish? In addition, tell me please, why these questions are important for you? Because the first day of Shawwal month is Eid al-Fitr! In addition, because you are Muslim and it is important for you to know which day is exactly the last day of Ramadan and because fasting during the Eid al-Fitr is forbidden.

As I told you before my friend, I have some criticism with these guys. They have abandoned their personal responsibilities (as a human been) on a corrupt religion-politics mechanism that wants their deeply ignorance and blindness.

My friend, unfortunately these guys didn't observe any thing and they only wait to received authorization from the Wahhabi regime to tell them the first day of the new moon while that is something totally scientifically calculated and mathematically accept and certificated since many many years ago. Today, thanks to the mathematic astronomic applications, that is possible to calculate the Eid al-Fitr of 3015 imagine 2015. We live in telecommunication-information age and we have opportunity to benefice from the various Applications to observing the phases of the moon and anything else freely.

The science has changed/improved the human life in various sections while unfortunately the Muslims are waiting to receive authorization for something that is totally natural (the phases of the moon).
My friend, I have not any problem with people they want to celebrate what they want and when they want. In my opinion, all humans are free and should feel free to celebrate what they want today, tomorrow or any other time they prefer. That is not my business and that is not the discussion I try to discover in this paper! The only things is that, I really hate ignorance and I can't stand before the corrupt, criminal and inhuman governments such as Iranian regime and Saudi Wahhabi regime (that is founder of ISIS) to command people with authority to accept something that is totally against the science and that is obvious to understand and that is clear like as the beauty of the moon!

Even the discussion of my letter is not only limited in Islam, because when we study the history of all spiritually or materially religions/ideologies [from Abrahamism to the Communist], we will see the massive diversion and incredible differentiation from what was the origin and what was/is the historical positions of the followers. Specially when they became powerful and they were successful to create a political power. So they started to change the merciful behavior/ideas to the strictly duress commands.

My friend, I see my people in the darkness age similar to what happened in Europe for centuries. I mean, the Muslims celebrate some natural matter while it happened one day before. Imagine that you are celebrating sunrise while its midnight or imagine that you are celebrating winter in middle of August only because the official political-religion power commands you and authorizes you to celebrate. You think is not a kind of joke?

They deceive people in the name of what they belief. Saudi regime, iranian regime, Vatican regime, Nord Korean regime etc. have their economic politics interests but they can not reach it without convincing their followers. In the case of religions powers, all of them, always tried to convince their people about their important position between the God and people of that God.

In middle east, there is a funny crazy competition between Iranian regime and Saudi regime. Both of them interview them self as a God’s governor. They lay in, they are doing a mission of God.

However, they misuse “Allah” word and they don't use the “God” word simply because it is not locally familiar word for people.
Unfortunately this is exactly what happened in the temporary histories of Muslim countries. That is even more unfortunate when we see in the late history of these people an incredibly important period that illustrate the human life and whole world while the european countries were crucified by the criminal church for the dark centuries.

The Dark Ages, an incredibly sadness and shameful period our history as a human in this plant. Tortures, tortures and tortures in the name of “God” by an official religion-politics power. Painful tortures has injured european people for centuries and stop them to create the society they were able to create.

The darkness, while the roman Catholic Church was busy in inquisition of scientists, in middle east the Islamic golden (scientific) age was working to illustrate a new future for human been. The period during the Middle Ages when there were a lot of mathematicians, medicines, astronomers whom studied, researched and worked hard to improve the human life conditions.

Aboo Reihane Beruni (بُرُنی) calculated the lunar eclipse, explains the different phases of the moon, estimate the radius and circumference of the Earth around 610 years before the Galileo Galilei.

Aboo Reihane Beruni (بُرُنی) calculated the different phases of the moon, estimate the radius and circumference of the Earth about six hundred years before the manuscript of Galileo and his historic tragedy with the inquisition of the Roman Catholic Church. The aim of inquisition was to combat heresy. They’ve burnt alive the astronomer and philosopher Giordano Bruno in 1600.
So my friend, you understand why my heart is broken when I see the people with seven faces of civilization in deep ignorance. An asinity that is wanted organized, authorized and systematically desired by politics.

Unfortunately national and international corrupt governments decided to put these people in trouble. They created a situation of strictly darkness and ignorance, in the name of the religion that was originally difference with what we see today and that was totally different with what they needed.

To reach (despoil) the cheap petroleum resources much as its possible, they’ve needed war and war. They needed unstable regions of oil producer countries. Might similar to what they’ve done in Nigeria with Ken Saro-Wiwa. My friend, They needed (and they need) obscene, hideous, offensive and terrorism figures of Iranian and Saudi regime. They create them, they help them and they support them to go forward and continue fighting in Geo-strategic Middle East.